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This is a Mayan prosperity ceremony. It is most often performed on Men (Tz’ikin) days, for 

these are the days devoted to prayers for abundance, although Chuen, Ben, Akbal, Manik or 

Lamat would also be appropriate. It was taught to me by Dona Victoria Qiej, one of the primary 

sources for Jaguar Medicine. http://www.jaguarwisdom.org/blog/jaguar-wisdom-electronic-

shop/#wp_cart_anchor. She asked me to bring this ritual – as well as a ritual for spiritual and 

psychological healing – back to the Western world and teach it to others. We performed it on 13 

Tz’ikin (January 25, 2013).  

 

First, sugar is used to draw the hieroglyph for Q’anil (Lamat) on the ceremonial space. The only 

difference between the contemporary symbol and the ancient glyph is that in the present time 

they draw it in a circular rather than a square mode. 

 

Next, a bed of something call pom ensarte is created for each participant. Pom ensarte is a form 

of copal incense molded into little rounded shapes that look a bit like pastries and are in fact 

called “cakes for the gods.” The bed of pom for each participant is topped with sugar that has 

been dyed green – for the Maya, as in our own cultural symbolism, “green” equals “money.” 

Since pom ensarte is not readily available outside of Guatemala, I suppose one could embed 

chunks of incense in an actual pastry by way of a substitute. 

 

Each participant adds another handful of green sugar to the mixture. With the pom ensarte as a 

basis, a colorful altar is built. This may include candles, often red, yellow, and white. One may 

also add chocolate candy bars to the altar, for this is another symbol of prosperity – the cacao 

bean was the primary unit of exchange in ancient Mesoamerica. Dona Victoria also used 

rosemary, frankincense, and the bark of a tree called storax. 

 

We were cleansed with big ceremonial cigars called puros, though not all Daykeepers like them. 

Don Rigoberto Itzep, for example, doesn’t use them, and they are associated with the cult of a 

deity called Maximon, who can be bit of a dicey character. Then we poured honey over the altar 

and topped it with green candles to symbolize prosperity, though some Daykeepers say that 

yellow or gold candles work equally well as symbols of prosperity. 

 

Finally, flowers of different colors are placed at each corner of the altar to mark the four 

directions. Red is east, purple (substituting for black) is west, white is north and yellow is south. 

Then pieces of pine wood covered with resin (ocote) are used to light the altar. 

 

The shaman turns to each of the four directions, first east, then west, then north, then south, 

invoking the four “first fathers and mothers,” the Jaguar Fathers of the Popol Vuh and their 

wives. This is known as “opening the four directions.” 

 

When the fire is blazing, the participants are sprinkled with a kind of green water or liquid. This 

concoction was called Tres Amores Verde, and can be purchased at magical supply shops 
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throughout most Mayan communities. For those who like to create their own blends of herbal or 

botanical remedies, any type of flower water will do, so long as you can make it green. 

 

Then the shaman calls out the names of the 260 days. For example, if you were conducting a 

ceremony today, on 1 Etznab (Tijax), you would call out: “1 Etznab, 2 Etznab, 3 Etznab, 4 

Etznab,” and so on up to 13, followed by words of praise such as: “You are the teacher, and the 

lord of healing. You hold the obsidian knife which cuts away darkness and disease. Hear me, 

Lord Etznab!” Then each participant must think of some reason to be grateful and happy for the 

energies associated with Etznab, and must speak out, praising the beauty that Etznab has brought 

to her or him. Thus the count continues – Cauac (Kawoq), Ahau, (Ajpu) Imix (Imox), and so on 

to the end, stopping after each one to give thanks and praise. Dona Victoria has taken us before 

dawn to a remote shrine (because the public shrines are always very crowded on 13 Tz’ikin), 

where we sat around the fire as light grew in the sky, and gratefully gave our thanks to each day 

sign for the blessings it had brought us. 

 

After the count of the days, more offerings are given, notably sesame seeds and frankincense. 

Each participant casts some into the fire. It is customary to cry out when tossing the sesame 

seeds in the fire, calling like an eagle (Men or Tz’ikin) as if one were high in the sky, crying out 

for prosperity to soar up to us from the world below. The shaman sprinkles more green liquid 

(and sometimes anise liqueur) over each person as a cleansing. 

 

Each person now makes a large circle with her or his hands over the fire. This is done four times. 

 

Then the shaman calls out to each of the directions and Jaguar Fathers once again, closing the 

directions in the same manner in which they were opened. 

 

The fire is allowed to burn down to the end. 
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